MPX Troubleshooting flowchart

MPX troubleshooting flowchart
(Except Dodge 2500/3500/4500/5500)
Front Installation
(module installed in the front)
For troubleshooting on Dodge trucks
Click here

Important Note:
- Use Power Probe III tool to troubleshoot the MPX system.
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuzfCOlA1Vw – Link for Power Probe III tool instructions
- Update the modular box by updating tool (53707-N) if it was installed before 2017.
- See last page for more information on updating the modular box.
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MPX Plugs - Truck Side
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`

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAm0plQIegs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BB6tE096HkQ
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MPX Lift frame Harness Plugs
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

Click on the link below to refer to the specific troubleshooting step:
- Marker/Position light on one side of plow headlights is not working.
- Marker/Position lights on both the sides of plow headlights are not working
- High beam / Low beam on one side of the plow headlights is not working.
- High beam on both the sides of plow headlights are not working.
- Low beam on both the sides of plow headlights are not working.
- Turn Signal on Driver side of the plow headlight is not working.
- Turn Signal on Curb side of the plow headlight is not working.
- Plow does not operate and lights on the plow are not working.
- Plow does not operate.
- Lights do not transfer to the plow.
- Lights on the truck and the plow work at the same time.
- Individual functions on the plow are not working.
- Controller lights keep on changing.
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

Marker/Position light on one side of the plow headlights is not working

Switch Driver and Curb side light harnesses on plow headlights.

Problem switches

Problem stays

Check the following on plow headlight:
- blown bulb,
- bulb condition (solder contacts),
- bulb housing contacts,
- Is 12V coming to bulb housing,
Replace/Repair as necessary.

Visually check the lift
frame harness and plow
headlight harness. Are
pins inside the connector
straight and lined up?

No
Make sure to straighten up the
pins, if possible, replace the lift
frame harness, if necessary.
Problem solved?

No
Replace the modular box.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwhY_zgbx6A to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Marker/Position light on both sides of the plow headlights are not working

Check the input for Run/Park signal
(Pin "J") from Plug "B" (refer to Page 2)
coming in front of your vehicle grille.
Is 12 volt or closer detected when
truck's ignition is ON?

No

Is power (12V)
going to the park
light on truck's
headlight?

Yes
Check the following on plow headlights:
- blown bulb,
- bulb condition (solder contacts),
- bulb housing contacts,
- Is 12V coming to bulb housing,
Replace/Repair as necesary.
Do the lights come on?

No

Check truck's
park light
fuse, etc.

Yes
Check the connection between snowplow
light adpater harness park wire and
vehicle park wire (truck's driver side only).
Repair, if necessary.

No
Visually check the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness. Are pins inside the
connector straight and lined up?

No

Make the pins straight, if possible,
replace the lift frame harness.

Yes
Replace the modular box

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7a5DgLHmiU to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
High beam / Low beam on one side of the plow headlights is not working

Switch the Driver and Curb side light harness on plow headlights.

Problem stays

On the plow headlights,
check for blown bulb or
damaged sealed beam.
Replace/Repair as
necessary.

Problem switches

Visually chek the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness. Are pins inside
the connector straight and lined up?
No
Make sure to straighten up the pins.
If necessary, replace the lift frame
harness. Problem solved?
No
Replace the modular box.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4yPVrKAKQo to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

Only High Beam on both sides of plow headlights are not working
Check the input for High beam (Pin "D") from
Plug "B" (refer to Page 2) coming in front of your
vehicle grille. Is 12 volt or closer detected when
truck's ignition is ON and high beam is turned
ON?

Is power (12V) going to the
high beam on truck's
headlight?

No

No

Check truck's
high beam
fuse, etc.

Yes
Yes

Check the plug connection between snowplow light
adapter harness and vehicle harness. Make sure
pins inside the connector are straight and lined up
(truck's driver side only).

Check that power (12V) is coming to high beam
bulb inside the plow headlight (check for: blown
bulbs or damaged sealed beam). Replace/Repair
as necessary. Do the lights come on?

No
Visually check the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness. Are the pins inside
connector straight and lined up?

No

Make sure to straighten up
the pins, if possible, replace
the lift frame harness.

Yes
Replace the modular box.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-pG9PIvAA4 to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

Only Low Beam on both sides are not working on plow headlights

Check the input for low beam (Pin "E") from
Plug "B" (refer to Page 2) in front of your
vehicle grille. Is 12 volt or closer detected
when truck's ignition is ON and low beam is
turned ON?

No

Is the power (12V)
going to low beam
on truck's headlight?

Yes
Check that power (12V) coming to low
beam bulb inside the plow
Noheadlight (check
for: blown bulbs or damaged sealed beam).
Replace/Repair as necessary. Do the lights
come on?

No

Check truck's low
beam fuse, etc.

Yes
Check the plug connection between
snowplow light adapter harness and
vehicle harness. Make sure pins inside the
connector are straight and lined up
(truck's driver side only).

No
Visually check the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness Are the pins inside
connector straight and lined up?

No

Make sure to straighten up
the pins, if possible, replace
the lift frame harness.

Yes
Replace the modular box.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etNSjUYB0Ec to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Turn Signal for Driver side is not working on the plow headlights

Check the input for Turn signal (Pin "G")
from Plug "B" (refer to Page 2) coming in
front of your vehicle grille.
Is 12 volt or closer detected when truck's
ignition is ON and turn signal is ON?

No

Is power going to
the turn light on
truck's headlight?

Yes

No

Check truck's
turn light
fuse, etc.

Yes

Switch Driver and Curb side light
harness on plow headlights

Check the connection between snowplow light
adpater harness turn wire (violet) and vehicle
turn light wire (truck's driver side only).
Repair, if necessary.

Problem switches

Problem stays

Check the following on plow headlights:
- blown bulb,
- bulb condition (solder contacts),
- bulb housing contacts,
- Is 12V coming to bulb housing,
Replace/Repair as necesary.

Visually check the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness. Are pins inside the
connector straight and lined up?

No

Make the pins straight, if
possible, replace the lift
frame harness.

Yes
Replace the modular box

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V92YWwG10KI to watch
the video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Turn Signal for Curb side is not working on the plow headlights

Check the input for Turn signal (Pin "H")
from Plug "B" (refer to Page 2) coming in
front of your vehicle grille.
Is 12 volt or closer detected when truck's
ignition is ON and turn signal is ON?

No

Is power going to
the turn light on
truck's headlight?

Yes

Check the following on plow headlights:
- blown bulb,
- bulb condition (solder contacts),
- bulb housing contacts,
- Is 12V coming to bulb housing,
Replace/Repair as necesary.

Check truck's
turn light
fuse, etc.

Yes

Switch Driver and Curb side light
harness on plow headlights

Problem stays

No

Check the connection between snowplow light
adpater harness turn wire (pink) and vehicle turn
light wire (truck's curb side only).
Repair, if necessary.

Problem switches

Visually check the lift frame harness and
plow headlight harness. Are pins inside the
connector straight and lined up?

No

Make the pins straight,
if possible, replace the
lift frame harness.

Yes
Replace the modular box

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZ1qNz3hqzE to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Plow does not operate & lights on the plow are not working

Check the condition of the ignition fuse
on the red/white (ignition) wire.
YesIs fuse
OK?
Note: The controller should light up if
fuse is in good condition.

Replace the fuse. Assure that
Ignition wire is attached to
correct fuse on truck's ignition
panel.

No

Yes
-Check that all power and ground wires from light
and controller harness are installed on the battery.
-Make sure that power and ground connection
from light and controller harness are not loosely
attached & in good condition.
-Check fuses on the light and controller harness.
-Make sure that there is good connection on the
power & ground cable in the front of truck (using
Power Probe III tool check if the ground is present
on the power unit).

No

Are plugs/pins "A" and "B" (truck
& plow side) (refer to Page 2) is in
good condition (green and look
worn out)?
Replace plugs if necessary.
Problem solved?

Problem solved?
No
Using Power Probe III tool, check the plugs/pins "A" & "B" on the truck:
-12 V must be present on the pin "A" on both plugs "A" and "B" (+)
- ground must be present on the pin "B" on both pugs "A" & "B" (-)
- Also when ignition is in "ON" position 12 V must be detected on pin "M" plug "A".
Replace/repair as necessary.
Problem solved?
No
Replace the module.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Xb6IqrcroE to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Plow is not operating
1) Check ground on the solenoid.
2) Check the ground cable in
front of the vehicle's grille.
3) Check that power is present on
the motor.

1)Check the controller white plug (4
pins) - that pins are not pushed out or
bent (refer to Page 17 )
2) if there is no light on controller
(when controller is turned on) - check
the ignition fuse condition on
Red/White wire.

Check the circuit breaker
Is plug/pins "A" and "B"
(truck & plow side) in
good condition (green
and look worn out)?
Replace plugs if
necessary

OK

Not OK

Reset the circuit breaker
Apply power to the terminal of brown
wire on the solenoid. Solenoid clicks?

Yes

No

Apply power to the pin "C"
(brown wire) of Plug "A"
(refer to page 2). Solenoid
clicks?

No
Check brown
wire for
knicks or
replace the
53625-MPX
harness

Replace Solenoid

Yes

Disconnect the brown wire attached to the
solenoid - without controller operation around
4V must be present, and if the controller is
operated around 12V must be present in the
brown wire - if there is no Voltage present replace module or /replace controller.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFVqeyPWjU&feature=youtu.be to watch the video of this specific troubleshooting step.
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Lights do not transfer to the plow Low Beam/Hi Beam

Do light works fine on the
truck's headlight?

No

Check the fuses
on truck,etc.

Yes
Make sure the plow headlights are fine, if needed,
replace them with new set of headlights.
Do the lights come on?
No
Using Power Probe III tool, check the plug "B" (refer to Page 2) in the front of
the truck:
-12 V must be present on the pin "D" when High Beam is turned on the truck.
-12 V must be present on the pin "E" when Low Beam is turned on the truck.
If voltage is not present, check low/high beam plug conection between
snowplow light harness and vehicle harness. Make sure pins inside the
connector are straight and lined up. Repair/Replace if necessary?
Problem solved?
No
Replace the modular box or lift
frame harness if needed.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-pG9PIvAA4 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etNSjUYB0Ec to watch the video of this
specific troubleshooting step.
Link for 800084 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJlgbdwop8Q
Link for 800085 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn09WLSG-vI
Link for 800086 headlights: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sA7AxDIYgwc
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front
Lights on truck and plow work at the same time

Apply 12V to Trigger (Green/Yellow) wire
from Plug B (refer to Page 2) in front of
vehicle grille. Do truck lights shuts down?

Yes

Replace the Modular box.

No
Check for any loose connection on relays
or a faulty relay. Repair or replace the
light adapter harness if necessary. Do the
truck lights shuts down?
No
Check the input for Ground (Black &
White/Black) wire from Plug A and Plug B
(refer to Page 2) coming in front of
vehicle grille. Is ground signal indicated?

No

Make sure that harnesses
are properly grounded on
the battery terminals.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EhCBVoH8dac to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

Individual function on the plow is not working

Unplug the wires from the lift frame harness that
are connected to the coils on power unit. Is 4.5
volts or closer is detected on those wires without
pressing function on the controller?

Yes

Is 12 volts or closer on the
same wire is detected
when the Controller
function is pressed?

No
Replace the modular box or Controller.

Yes
Replace the coils or the valves
on the power unit as necessary.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1ERrFWnUw0 to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
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MPX Troubleshooting flowchart- Front

If Controller light changes from
Greeen to Red,

On a V-plow Controller, if light
changes from Greeen to Blue,

If Controller light blinks from Greeen
to Red continously,

It means DOWN button on
the controller was pressed
for more than 4 seconds and
blade is in FLOAT position.

To change the light back to
Green, simply press UP
button or restart the
Controller.

It means *R button was
pressed twice and blade is in
MODE position, this is done
to achieve faster straight
blade operation.

To change the light back to
Green, simply press R-WING
OUT (ESC) button or restart
the Controller.

It means Controller is
automatically shut down
(went in a SAFE mode) and it
happens when Controller is
kept idle for more than 22
minutes.

To change the light back to
Green, restart the Controller.

Restart truck’s ignition after every step of troubleshooting.
Click on the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKqEarX4FrQ to watch the
video of this specific troubleshooting step.
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MPX Connectors

Connectors alignment for the MPX system

Alignment tab

Controller connector

Must align before plugging together

Alignment groove
Controller harness
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Training Manual- Front Install

Tool for updating MPX module box (53707-N)

Check the link below to see step by step procedure on how to update the module box
on your truck:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nGSTAm8hZ9Y
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